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From: Rainey Hopewell 
Sent: Monday, December 2, 2013 8:27 PM
To: Commission Secretary BCUC:EX
Subject: OurConcernsAboutSmartMeters

Rainey Hopewell & Margot Johnston 

2 Dec, 2013 
 
Re: Why we are refusing to allow installation of a smart meter on our property 
 
 
1. The World Health Organization has established electromagnetic radiation (EMR) as a  
Class Two Health Hazard (same level of toxicity as ingestion of lead). If the evidence  
satisfies the WHO, it satisfies us, as well: EMR is established as deleterious to the health  
of humans, for sure (particularly young ones) & therefore, probably harmful for other  
earthlings, as well. We have read that Italy has outlawed smart meters for this reason, & that the UK has paused its smart meter 
installation programme indefinitely, until more data are available. We hope that Canada will follow suit.  
 
2) The argument that smart meters emit no more radiation than a cell phone is spurious.  
Even were this true, (which, demonstrably, it is not), in the smart meter debate, we hear no consideration that the sum total of all 
smart meters world-wide will be contributing very considerably to a pervasive level of EMR which is already extremely high.  
 
3) We have seen no evidence establishing that exposure to electromagnetic radiation is safe  
for pollinators; indeed, it is likely to be as injurious to pollinators as it is to humans. In fact,  
we have heard stories of hive-evacuation on properties where smart meters are installed.  
 
4) We grow most of our own fruits & vegetables on our land. We have seen no reputable  
evidence (produced by research without a self-serving motive) establishing that food  
saturated by EMR is safe to eat.  
 
5) We object profoundly to the breadth of this public health experiment, without  
appropriate data & without appropriate consultation with the citizens of British Columbia.  
 
6) We, the citizens of British Columbia own BC Hydro, yet there has been no consultation  
with BC Hydro's share-holders/customers.  
 
7) Current data tell stories of inaccurate smart meter readings (expressed as grossly inflated hydro  
bills with no explanatory change in consumption) & power surges (manifesting as  
damaged appliances & house-fires).  
 
8) The data collected by smart meters are far beyond BC Hydro's need for accurate  
billing, infringing upon citizens' right to privacy in our own homes.  
 
9) The technology is susceptible to access by unscrupulous third parties, leaving citizens  
vulnerable to invasion of privacy, & perhaps even increased break-&-enter situations,  
based upon data gathered by smart meter surveillance.  
 
10) Smart meters are expensive to manufacture & install. The life-span of a smart meter is 10-15 years, whereas an analog meter 
might last as long as 50 years.  
 
11) We experience smart meters as a vast social experiment of dubious motive & merit  
across all considerations involving Earth's well-being (including humans: Earth's most  
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troubled & troubling children, in this EarthTime). Therefore, we have refused  installation of a smart meter @ ., & will 
continue to do so. 
 
12) We expect fine things of the BC Utilities Commission. So, we hope you will use the power you have been given to curb this project, 
 as there are so many questions about its safety & merit, remaining as yet unanswered. 
 
Sincerely, 
Rainey Hopewell & Margot Johnston,  
Citizens of British Columbia 
 




